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1. Abjia Koedeger
The place where Chinggis Qan spent the winter.

Solution: Later capital of Mongol Empire.
Present Avraga(Avarga)  47.18N109.15E

2. Berke elet(desert) on the northern side of the Jejer heights.
The place where Nilqa Sengguem and Jamukhas planned to kill Temuejin.

Fig.1 Sandy places in the area of the Kereyit and a place presumed to be
Berke elet.
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3. Mau Heights and Qalaqaljit Sands
The place where Temuejin fought against Ong Qan.

Fig.2

4．The east of Tuenge stream(wetland）
The place where Temuejin set his camp for a few whiles when he escaped 
from attack by Ong Qan. From here, Temuejin dispatched censure
messengers to Ong Qan and Jamkhas.

Solution: Present Xinbaerhu-zuoqi48.21N118.28E in Chinese Mongolia.  

5. Lake Baljuna
There were following some things at here.
a. Qasar, a younger brother with a child, has caught up with Temuejin.
b. Temuejin met fur merchant Assan. 
c.  Temuejin covenanted to defeat the enemy with his men.
d. After that, being attacked by On Qan's army and Temuejin won at 

Qalanjin（合蘭真）desert.

Presumption:
Temuejin was on way to be back to homeland where were upstream of 
the Onon river. Assan and Ong Qan’s army are coming along the Kherlen 
river. The Qalanjin desert may be considered to be near by the lake and 
south of Kherlen river. In addition to these things, the lake is thought to 
have been a nodal point between large roads.
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Conclusion:
From these presumptions, it is probable that the lake was on the other side 
of the town Xinbaerhu-youqi across the Kherlen River.
Lake Baljuna will be several tiny lakes.

Fig.3

6. Arqal Geuegi
Temuejin gathered troops here, marched at night, and succeeded in attacking 
Ong Qans.

Arqal geuegi is a tool for collecting dried cow dung. The shape of Kherlen 
river (47.14N108.66E) and pass marks of a little village Tsagaan ergiin jisa 
are resembled to Arqal geuegi. So, this area was the place called Arqal geuegi.

Fig.4
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3. Annex
All maps were made using Google map.
Please read original Japanese papers to know more details.


